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There are lots of details on the score report, but start with your composite 
score. Colleges will rarely delve any deeper than that one number.

Reading Your Score Report



It’s not “what” you got wrong it’s “why” you got it wrong that’s important!

Reading Your Score Report



What sort of trends can you see throughout the section? Did you make hasty
errors early? Did you run short of time at the end?

Reading Your Score Report



Are there particular content areas you might need to brush up on, particularly
on the English and Math sections?

Reading Your Score Report



US Colleges accept SAT and ACT scores on an equal basis. They’ll consult a concordance 
chart to put all students on even footing, no matter which test they took.

SAT & ACT Scoring: Concordance



What are “good scores”? Good scores are those that make you a competitive
applicant at schools you wish to attend. That’s the only real answer.

SAT & ACT Scoring: Distributions
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SAT Score Distribution 2018 SAT Percentile ACT
400 0.01 1
500 0.54 5
600 2.58 9
700 7.65 12
800 18.25 14
900 34.18 16

1000 52.1 19
1100 68.72 22
1200 81.8 25
1300 90.88 28
1400 96.3 31
1500 99.02 34
1600 99.98 36



For better or worse, SAT or ACT scores have historically been more important to the 
college admissions process than anything other than a students grades and transcript.

Who cares about scores? 



Be sure to check schools’ websites for the latest admissions guidelines 
since policies can evolve rapidly.

.

So what about now?

“We value the 
information provided by 

standardized testing 
and will continue to 

consider test scores as 
part of our holistic 
admissions review 

process.”

“You will not be 
disadvantaged in our 
evaluation process if 
you do not include 

scores for consideration 
in your application.”

“ T e s t  O p t i o n a l ”
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So what about next year?

“We will continue to allow applicants who are not 

able to access the SAT or ACT due to Covid to 

apply without the test but it is our expectation that 

vaccines will be readily available by this summer 

and we expect that most applicants should be 

able to fulfill the testing requirement by next 

fall.” – Georgetown University Website

“So next year, what's going to be interesting is 

that whether a student submits a standardized 

test score or not will be more a matter of choice, 

rather than a limitation. The ability for students to 

choose whether or not to submit scores reduces 

barriers to students from all kinds of backgrounds 

in deciding where to apply to college. But test 

scores do add information that admissions 

officers find useful in assessing a student's 

preparation, and how a student compares to the 

applicant pool as a whole. There were certainly 

some students where we wish we'd had 

scores and we didn’t.” – Christoph Guttentag, 

Dean of Undergraduate Admissions, Duke 

University

It's useful to have something that's consistent 

among applicants, even when we're aware of how 

limited and imperfect that metric can be, AKA the SAT 

or the ACT. It could be especially valuable since our 

internal research-- we look at these things regularly--

show that the tests are predictive of Yale 

performance above and beyond high school GPA.

– Jeremiah Quinlan, Dean of Undergraduate 

Admissions, Yale University



Correlation does not imply causation, yet students submitting scores were universally 
accepted at higher rates than those applying test-optional.

Will submitting scores help?

Source: CollegeKickStart

Applicants with 
Scores

Applicants Test 
Optional

Admit Rate with 
Scores

Admit Rate Test 
Optional

Amherst College 51 63 10 6

Boston College 58 61 20 18

Bucknell University 49 62 43 25

Colgate University 41 60 25 12

Emory University 50 69 18 8

Fordham University 36 42 68 53

Georgia Tech 63 79 22 10

Tufts University 50 60 13 9

University of Georgia 50 60 47 31

University of Virginia 58 72 26 14

Vanderbilt University 56 61 7 6

Understanding admit rates requires a more granular view:



Test-optional policies will lead to increasing average test scores, since only students with 
higher and higher scores will feel submitting provides an advantage.

Trends to watch

Average test scores will continue to 

rise…
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Like in any year, preparing for and doing well on the SAT or ACT will provide students 
with the most options during the college admissions process.

Broad Recommendations

Testing can be a helpful component of a competitive 

application to almost all schools.

Students with testing inconsistent with their grades will 

have many avenues to apply test-optional.

Nuanced decisions will need to be made about whether to 

send scores to any particular school. Almost all students 

will report scores to some schools but not others.



The Critics
Redesign is a reaction to the surging popularity

of the ACT

The PSAT provides students real testing experiences without real consequences. Feedback, 
while coming late, is valuable for understanding performance.

The PSAT

Administered by schools in October

Just like the SAT but slightly shorter

Colleges do NOT see the scores, which become 

available in December

National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test



Students should focus their efforts on the scores that matter most to colleges: the section 
scores and, more importantly, the total SAT or composite ACT score.

SAT & ACT Scoring
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The SAT and ACT remain much longer tests than students face in school; therefore, 
practice tests are an essential tool for developing stamina and focus.

ACT vs SAT Structure
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Despite the changes to the SAT that make it more ACT-like, the speededness of the 
tests can be the defining difference for students deciding which test is right for them.

ACT vs SAT Timing per Question
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ACT vs SAT Reading

While structurally similar, students have almost twice as long for the SAT as for the ACT 
reading sections. During that time, they face much more complicated passages.
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ACT vs SAT Math

The ACT covers more math than does the SAT but in a more straightforward way. 
The SAT still tends to be the trickier test, requiring students to do more reasoning.
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ACT English vs SAT Writing

SATACT

These test are the most 

similar between tests and of 

the least use in making the 

SAT/ACT decision
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Technical
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Intuitive

More 

punctuation

More transitions

and flow

These sections tend to be the easiest to improve on either test and thus rarely 
factor into the decision as to which test to take.



Nobody is picking a test based on the essay, right? Right. Let’s move on.

Values creativity Values precision

Evaluating prompt and 3 

perspectives alongside your own 

thoughts.

Evaluating persuasive essay using AP 

Lang methodology. Leave your thoughts 

at the door.

SAT EssayACT Essay

ACT vs SAT Essay



ACT Science

The ACT Science section is more about reading charts and graphs than understanding 
science, so science lovers might not love it and science phobic students shouldn’t fear it.

SCIENCE
READING

CHARTS & 

GRAPHS

Science knowledge more helpful for 

context – especially more recently.

Common sense still rules the day!

More about processing speed than

science knowledge.

Correlates with Reading score more 

than with Math score



Testing Policy Differentiators

The most important tests for college admissions are clearly the SAT and ACT, but 

it’s i portant to  nderstand  ow t e ot ers  it into t e pict re.

   

      
      

      

      

   

Test

Cancellation

Score

Deletion

No Multiday

Testing

Multiday

Testing

Retake Full

Test Only

Retake Individual

Sections

Many students neither know nor consider the important policy differences between 
the tests that can make an important difference as to which is the better match.

SATACT

No AP/Exam

Conflicts
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Common Stereotypes

ACT SAT 

The worker bee The smart slacker

Organized

Color-coded binders
Poorganized

It’s in my bag somewhere…

STEM Kid Reads for pleasure

Deep thinkers

Quizzes every day, please? I’ll rock the final exam

vs
Fast workers

These are stereotypes, but stereotypes exist for a reason.
Then again, every rule has exceptions!



Good means good. But bad doesn’t always mean bad. 

The Science

The Speed

The Curve

Diagnostic Testing: ACT Underdog Story

The PSAT

The PSAT is great prep for the SAT

The PSAT is awful prep for the ACT

The ACT math often feels harder but 

has an easier curve

Students feel worse and performance 

suffers

ACT

Pace

SAT 

Pace
>>

Both the section and the 

content are unfamiliar to

most students

The Science section is last

when students are tired

and more easily confused

and overwhelmed

???



What about Extended Time?

Extended time tips the scales in favor of the ACT every time. Decision made.

ACT
SAT

Power Test vs. Speed Test

Larger suite of potential 

accommodations

Fewer than a handful of exceptions

over 30+ years of tutoring



Testing Calendar

The best time to take the SAT or ACT is when students can be well prepared and rested, but 
starting early provides plenty of options for retakes, which lowers students’ stress levels.

 pr  a   n   l     ep Oct  o  ec  an  e  ar

  T   T   T   T   T   T   T

  T   T   T   T   T   T   T

   T

  

     

SAT “Desert” December to  arch – two “seasons” of preparation

Student Extracurriculars – sports, shows & performances, travel

Exam Conflicts – AP & IB

Other Considerations



The Digital SAT

Timeline

W at’s  ew?

Class of 2024: Current paper SAT only

Class of 2025: Paper SAT until Dec 2023, Digital SAT begins March 2024

Class of 2026: Digital SAT only

W at’s Re ainin  Unc an ed?

Two-hour computer adaptive test chooses questions 

based on student performance to assess scores 

more quickly.

Students may test on their personal laptops or tablets 

but may not use smartphones.

Scores will be released in days not weeks.

Test scores will remain out of 1600 and be directly

comparable to old scores – no concordance is needed.

The digital SAT will largely test the same reading 

comprehension, grammar, and math skills as the current test.

Long form reading passages are no longer included. 

 ach question will ha e it’s own short prompt – no more 

than two paragraphs.

Desmos graphing calculator built into the testing app.

Students will need to test at a testing center rather than

at their homes.



Which Test: Effects of Stress

Test preparation reduces anxiety by replacing uncertainty with knowledge, skills, 
and a sense of control so that students can perform their best on test day.

Yerkes – Dodson Law



Thanks for your time and attention.

Questions?

www.prepmatters.com

For the latest information, follow us on:

Or write info@prepmatters.com

@prepmattersfacebook.com/prepmatters



The Tests

The most important tests for college admissions are clearly the SAT and ACT, but 

it’s i portant to  nderstand  ow t e ot ers  it into t e pict re.
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